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Abstract
Background and aims: Nowadays, artificial insulators such as fiberglass and rock wool are used as
sound absorbers in developing countries. The present study is performed to introduce new sound
absorbing materials used in developed countries and discuss their acoustical characteristics. It
also aims to look at the efficiency of sound absorber natural materials (green materials) as an alternative to commercial materials with a synthetic base used in different places. Methods: In order
to identify new porous absorbents, their mechanism of action and various applications, a search
was conducted by using keywords such as “Sound Absorbent”, “Natural Noise Absorbent” and
“Passive Absorber” in PubMed, Scopus, Science Direct, ProQuest, Springer, Web of Knowledge, Magiran, SID, IranMedex and Google Scholar. We selected 48 review and original research papers that
were about natural and recycled absorbents. Results: Most recent research includes production
and optimization of sound absorbers using natural and recycled materials. The aim of all of these
researches was producing green absorber materials in accordance with environmental regulations. In order to properly use these materials, in addition to knowing the benefits and suitability
of absorbers for use in the intended environment, the effective factors in sound absorption such as
fiber size, air flow resistance, porosity, curve, thickness and density of absorbers were considered.
Conclusion: In comparison to old absorbents, new materials are safer and lighter and enjoy a more
efficient technology. It seems like environmental friendly, degradable, recyclable and green noise
absorbents will play on important role in the market of noise absorbents in the future. Also because of the place and different uses of absorbent materials, specialists should consider the limitations of the environment and the acoustic characteristics of the absorbents.
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1. Introduction
The word acoustic is form a Greek word which means hearing and acoustics means the science of sound and is
about the production, dissemination, transmission and control of sound. Sound and vibration are the harmful
side effects of many mechanical systems such as home appliances, motor vehicles and buildings [1]-[4]. In residential and commercial places according to the regulations, the maximum noise threshold has been determined
and if noise exceeds this limit, it threatens the comfort and health of the residents. Therefore, noise isolation in
buildings is necessary. The sources of noise and vibration are recognizable. Noise and vibration from machines
can be controlled by isolating vibration, using obstructers and noise absorbents. Absorbents are light weighted
and can control noise appropriately and have a wide application in the construction of airplanes, rockets and
ships. These materials are an appropriate replacement to compensate for the soaring demands for increasing
loading capacity and decrease in petrol consumption in machines, trucks and rockets [4]. Proper design of
acoustic and vibration systems can be performed through various methods such as Statistical Energy Analysis
(SEA) [5]. In the last 50 years the application and variety of specific absorbent material has noticeably increased.
The main reason for this was both advances in technology and general anxiety about the harmful effects of noise
in our everyday life. In 1970 worrisome about public health led to changes in the main absorbent material from
asbestos to other artificial fibers. These new fibers can provide more safety for human health. Recently, the dissemination of greenhouse gases by industries in the atmosphere has led to global warming and has changed the
marketing of acoustic material. Industries and transportation have directly and indirectly led to the dissemination
of CO2, CH4 and NOX. The dissemination of these gases directly and indirectly is related to these industries.
Therefore public perception and worrisome about the negative effect of these contaminants, has directed producers toward providing environment friendly products, with less polluting processes and in other words green
products. Therefore increasing research on acoustic material and reviewing the available literature seems necessary and crucial [6] [7]. Recent scientific progress in metallurgy, chemistry and nanotechnology has led to
enormous improvements in design, production and efficiency of acoustic material. This progress includes production and application of natural fibers such as bamboo fibers [8], flax [9], rice straw [10], coconut fibers [11],
bio polymers, recycled material and waste such as paper waste [12], disposed tires [13], egg cartoons [14],
spongeous metals, new composites and decorating material.
Currently in Iran heat insulators such as fiberglass and rock wool have been used as noise absorbers, but they
have cons such as health risks, polluting working places and the environment by factories producing non-polymer absorbents, the presence of metal oxides in their chemical structure and their high water absorbing capability and high density which leads to unstable noise absorbing properties [15] [16]. Architects and acoustic engineers have now a wide range of noise absorbing material to select from, which not only secure the acoustic characteristics they want, but also provide a wide range of colors, shapes, sizes, weights, fire stages and assembly
methods [17].
In this paper, the available literatures about sound absorbents have been collected in order to introduce the
newest applicable porous noise absorbents in developing countries, and also to describe their acoustic characteristics and proper application. Also in this study we intend to compare the absorbing coefficient of natural absorbents, absorbents from recycled material and absorbents made from synthetic material in Iran.

2. Methods
English and Persian databases include PubMed, Scopus, Science Direct, ProQuest, Springer, Web of Knowledge,
Magiran, SID, and Iranmedex and Google Scholar and we searched until July 2012 by keywords such as “Sound
Absorbent”, “Natural Noise Absorbent” and “Passive Absorber”. Forty eight review and original research papers
about natural and recycled absorbents were retrieved and used in this article.

3. Results
Most recent research includes methods for production and optimization of sound absorbers using natural and
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recycled material. The aim of all of this research was producing green absorber material in accordance with environmental regulations. In order to properly use these materials, in addition to knowing the benefits and suitability of absorbers for use in the intended environments, the effective factors in sound absorption such as fiber
size, air flow resistance, porosity, curve, thickness and density of absorbers were considered.

3.1. Porous Absorbents
There is a wide range of natural noise absorbents. They secure all absorbent characteristic such as frequency,
combination, thickness, finish and surveillance methods. On the other side, materials that have high absorbent
properties are usually porous [4] [17]. Porous noise absorbers are materials with tiny pores, ridges or holes, in
which noise waves can enter through them. These materials are classified according to their accessibility to foreign media such as air. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a porous absorbent. Pores which are completely
separate from adjacent pores are called closed pores. These pores have effects on some of the macroscopic characteristic of material such as density, mechanical strength and thermal conductivity. Closed pores have a lower
efficiency than open pores in absorbing sound energy. Also open pores have long ridges parallel to the external
surface of the material which has a noticeable effect on sound absorbing. Open pores can also exist as one ridge
(only one side open) or overall pores (both ends open) [4].
Porous absorbent materials are classified into cellular, fibrous and granular absorbents. This classification is
done according to the macroscopic structure of material. Polyurethane absorbing material and foams made from
open porous cellular material are examples of porous absorbing cellular material. Fibrous absorbent material includes a number of porous tunnel shape material, which are made by the space between the available fibers in
the materials. The fibers which make them include natural and artificial fibers such as mineral and glass fibers [4]
[18]. Granular absorbent material includes relatively hard and macroscopic granules, in which their internal
empty spaces have been filled with big bubbles (mineral cartridge).Other granular material includes solid, light
and slippery material, which are shaped with other special material in the form of condensed blocks. Granular
absorbent material also includes some forms of asphalt, porous concrete, granular clay, sands and soil [19] [20]
[21]. Figure 2 shows the three main types of porous absorbents, their microscopic structure and some of the
physical models used as mechanisms of sound absorption in these materials [4].

3.2. Fibrous Porous Material
Most of the porous sound absorbing materials are fibrous. Fibrous materials are made from long strings in which
air is trapped in between. They are made in the shape of rings or layers with different mechanical acoustic or thermal characteristics. Fibers are classified as natural and artificial. Natural fibers can be from plants (cotton, hemp,
cannabis, flax, wood, etc.), animals (wool, skin) or mineral (asbestos) origin. Artificial fibers include cellulose

Figure 1. The cross-sectional view of solid porous material (taken from Ref. 4).
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Figure 2. The three main types of porous absorbent material. From left to
right: 1-Cellular, cubic cells with connecting pores; 2-Fibrous, parallel fiber
bundles; 3-Granular, stacked identical spheres (taken from Reference 4).

(bamboo fibers), minerals (fiber glass, mineral wool, wool glass, graphite, ceramic, etc.) or polymers (polyester,
poly propylene, Kevlar, etc.) [4]. Artificial fibers are made from mineral and polymers which are used for sound
absorption and heat control. They are built through high temperature and according to industrial processes on artificial chemicals and are produced from petrochemical material, therefore the presence of carbon is obvious in
these material. Recently the application of natural fibers in producing sound absorbing material has attracted attention [22]-[25]. Natural fibers are produced completely under biodegradable and modern techniques and
through environmental friendly procedures.
Cannabis is one of the important natural fibers. Cannabis is produced without the necessity of using chemicals.
Also the production of cannabis fibers in one square meter is much more in comparison to cotton and flax. Also
they need less water for growth. Cannabis fibers are naturally antimicrobial and resistant to ultra violet radiation,
fungus, moulds and insects. Each of these characteristic makes their use in isolating sound in open places, possible. Flax is another plant which is from the cotton family. Its fibers are used to strengthen concrete and other
composites in the construction process and in the automobile industry. The material used for thermal isolation
and sound absorption are a mix of natural flax fibers, polyester fibers for strengthening and anti fire products
which are available in the material (4). Therefore they are proper substitutes for material with chemical, polymer
or other harmful artificial material.

3.3. Metal, Ceramic and Jelly Foam Absorbents
Polyurethane foams and melamine porous absorbents are cellular. These foams are used for environments in
which thermal and corrosive resistance is important. Metal foams are relatively new material which are used
specifically for producing light structures, medical cultures, filters, heat converts, sound absorbers and mechanical adjusting equipment [4] [25]. Aluminum foams are more popular among metal foams. Currently the use of
new raw material such as Nickel, Steel, Titanium and Copper for the production of these foams has begun [26]
[27]. Miushi et al. have studied the efficacy of sound absorption in aluminum foams named Alporas, currently
these foams have been used successfully in noise control of highways and urban bridges in Japan [28]. Metal
foams have advantages such as high strength, light weight, resistance to fire and low humidity absorption. Metal
foams are usually expensive, but are recyclable. According to this process, foams can be porous open or closed
cells. Open cellular foams can be produced by polyurethane foams as the base matrix [29]. Metal foam has a
porous index between 75 to 95 percent [26].
Closed cellular material do not absorb noise properly, however the noise absorption property of these metal
foams can be increased by folding or making holes by drilling. Folding makes the surface of some cells to crack
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1101598
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and sharp ridges appear. Therefore, noise absorption can happen by viscous passage in the ridges due to thermo
elastic degradation and cellular reactions known as Helmholmse [30]. Usually, metal foams are good noise absorbers for low frequencies between 1 to 5 kHz. Also metal foams have some of the advantages of an independent absorbent used for thermal control and hard working conditions [31]. Meanwhile efficient noise absorption
can be achieved by putting metal foam in an appropriate distance from an impermeable wall. An important note
about metal foams is the fact that these materials have a very good potential for vibration control, because [4]:
 The capacity of metal foams is higher than solid metals and with a factor more than 10.
 Panel foams in vibration frequency changes have more flexibility in comparison to solid layers and in the
same unit of mass.
 Metal foams have a high capacity for absorbing noise energy in a certain amount of pressure.
 Metal foams are more capable in absorbing trauma in the same waves.
Ceramic foams are also a good option for use in high temperatures. These foams are made the same way as
polyurethane foams with open cells formed as honeycombs. This foam is usually made from silicon elements;
although, they are likely to be made from other ceramic elements such as Zirconium, Titanium and Baron as
well. Ceramic foams are 80 to 90 percent porous and can be used in temperatures more than 1500˚C. New ceramic foams have been made from aluminum oxide and have a porous index above 94%. Usually ceramic foams
have a wide application in space technology and industry such as making rocket parts, combination panels,
thermal protective devices and acoustic lines inside airplane mufflers [32] [33].
Aerosols are another form of tiny porous material used in complicated processes. Aerosols are also called
frozen smoke and are used for better thermal isolation. This product is 40 times better than usual fiberglass isolators [4]. Aerosols have a consistent internal structure and consist of porous, light weighted and clear material
which their internal volume is filled with air. Several kinds of raw material are used for producing aerosols;
however the silica aerosols are more popular. The structure of these materials is from small spherical dioxide
silicon material with a diameter between 3 to 4 nanometers [34]. Generally the average size of these pores is
between 30 to 40 nanometers. Usually the aerogel pores are above 75% and their melting temperature is 1200˚C
[4].
Unfortunately, aerogels are still too expensive. These materials were used for the first time in NASA advanced space technology. Meanwhile the application of these materials in the form of granule and for sound absorption has become popular. The results of multilayer absorption panels made from silica aerogel have been
announced by many experts [35]. The mean size and density of the pores in the production process is controllable. Usually the size of the combined aerosols is between 5 to 20 nanometers, and the experiments have shown
that these materials have better absorbing characteristics in comparison to commercial fiberglass [36]. Progress
in the production of these materials is very likely, because the cost of producing aerogels is decreasing. This fact
can lead to their wide application in the automobile and construction industry in the near future [4].

3.4. Porous Asphalt
Most of the environmental noise is produced by cars and trucks, in high and average speeds, and from the reaction between the road and tires [4] [37]. For automobiles, the sound produced in the A network is between 800
to 1000 Hz. Meanwhile for light and heavy trucks the sound produced in A network is in the frequency range
between 800 to 1200 Hz. One way for decreasing noise, is using porous surface covers on roads. These covers
are classified as granular absorbing material. The surfaces have advantages, they not only decrease the noise
produced by tire road interaction, but also decrease the motor noise of vehicles, in situations such as proximity
to residential places by absorbing noise. In case these absorbents get equipped with other facilities such as water
or waste water drainage, the noise of water splashed on automobiles will also decrease in heavy rainfall [4].
Noise absorption by porous surfaces is also determined by several geometric parameters. Other parameters related to road surface covers are [4]:
 The thickness of the porous layer;
 The air volume or the porosity of the road;
 The air resistance according to unit of length;
 Curve;
 The size of the particles making up the asphalt density.
For almost all combinations of dense asphalt, the air volume is about 5%. Meanwhile for the combinations of
new porous material, the air volume change is about 15% to 30%. Evaluating the noise absorption characteristic
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1101598
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of some porous road surfaces for decreasing automobile noise in the intra state highways in Cracker et al.’s
study showed that thick porous surfaces had the highest absorption in low frequencies [37].

3.5. Smart Sound Absorbers
Recently active noise absorption and passive control have been used for the development of hybrid sound absorbers. Active control technologies have been developed as the only method for noise reduction in low frequencies. Therefore a hybrid active/non active absorber can absorb the clash noise in a wider frequency range.
The basis of work of these absorbers is a device with layers of porous material with passive absorbing characteristics combined with an intensifying layer for active control, which can be controlled by using digital techniques [38] [39].
In this study smart foam has been explained as a noise absorbing material in low frequencies and as an active/
passive noise absorber. This absorbent has been made from melamine foam (made from resin melamine and
thermal polymer) and inter film stimulators such as PVDF [4].
This compound material provides the possibility of high noise absorption in high and average frequencies
which is among the characteristics of passive melamine foam. Although, noise absorption in low frequencies is
created by active classic elimination mechanisms, efficient improvement of noise absorption characteristics has
been performed by element finite 3-D techniques [40] [41]. Therefore it is possible to produce an efficient noise
absorbent which is thin and light weighted. Another type of these equipments consists of a combination of active
and passive control by using panel networks. These results have shown hopeful results in absorbing systems [4].

4. Discussion
In choosing noise absorbent material in addition to the recognized advantages and the appropriateness of the
absorbent for use in the environment, we also have to pay attention to factors related to sound absorption such as
fiber size, the resistance of air flow, porosity, curve, thickness and density of absorbents. One important microscopic parameter of a fiber is its diameter. The diameter of a fiber is directly related to its sound absorbing characteristics. Table 1 shows the diameters of several fibers that have been measured by electronic microscopy [4].
Generally the diameter of natural fibers is more than the diameter of artificial fibers which have been achieved
through extrusion. Figure 3 shows photos taken by electronic microscopy from the fibers of hemp, kenaf, cotton
and polyester. Obviously the natural fibers have more irregular shapes and various diameters in comparison to
artificial fibers [42] [43]. Results from Koizumi et al.’s study showed that by decrease in the diameter of fibers,
sound absorption increases, therefore in absorbents, small fibers lead to more air resistance because of friction
and viscous vibration in the air. Therefore the coefficient of sound absorption increases [23].
Air flow resistance is one of the most important characteristics of sound absorbent fibers in each unit of
thickness. This characteristic is defined according to this Formula [44]:

Figure 3. Electronic microscopy images from Hemp, top left (Mag
400×); Kenaf , top right (Mag 80×); Cotton, bottom left (Mag 1000×),
Polyester, bottom right (Mag 280×). (taken from Reference 4).
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Table 1. The mean diameter of several industrial absorbent fibers (mainly from Ref 4).
Source of material

Type of fiber material
Ceramic

Fiber diameter (𝝁𝝁𝒎𝒎)
2-6

Mineral wool

3 - 10

Fiber glass

6 - 13

Artificial

3-7

Graphite

5 - 10

Basalt

7 - 13

Polypropylene

5 - 25

Polyester

3 - 15

Natural

R1
=

Glass wool

∆p
∆Tu

Kevlar

12

Cotton

8 - 33

Kenaf

21

Hemp

22

Wood

16 - 38

Flax

19

Bagasse

20

Jute

20

Bamboo

14

mks ⋅ Rayls m

In this formula, R1 is the specific flow resistance, u is the particle speed measured as m/s, Δp is the sound
pressure differentiate all along the measured thickness along the speed path of the particles and ΔT is the changes
in thickness. According to the experiments done on air flow (ASTM D-1564-1971) the air flow resistance is
calculated from this formula:
R=

P
vl

In this formula 𝑃𝑃 is the difference of statistic pressure between the two surfaces of the sample measured as
dyn cm 2 , V is the air flow speed according to cm s and L is the thickness of the sample according to cm. The
air flow resistance in each unit of thickness in porous material is directly related to the shear viscosity coefficient
of the fluid (air) and inversely related to the pore size of the material [44]. Porosity is one of the important factors
in noise absorption. The porosity of material is defined as the volume of the pore (Va ) in the sample to the total
volume of the sample (Vm ) [4]. According to this, Alard et al. have suggested this formula for determining the
porosity of absorbent material [45]:

Porosity ( H ) =

Va
Vm

When porous material are exposed to sound waves, molecules on the external surface and between the pores
absorb the energy, vibrate and therefore some of this energy is lost. This phenomenon occurs due to the conversion
of energy to heat after their collision with the absorbing molecules. This heat is produced due to the heat loss and
the viscosity inside the inner layers of the pores and tunnels of porous absorbent material. In low frequencies these
interactions are isothermal, but in high frequencies the changes are adoptive. In fibrous material, high amounts of
energy can be created by the dispersion made by the fibers and also the vibration created in the fibers. Fibers are
rubbed against each other due to sound waves [17].
The mechanism of sound absorption in granule mass material is completely similar to solid porous material and
its solid structure can present friction because of its appropriate strength and then sound absorption occurs by air
viscosities trapped inside the empty and connected spaces inside the granules and separately in each granule. In
low and average frequencies the interactions of the solid structure with the gaseous spaces happens through isoOALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1101598
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thermal heat converting processes. Also, the scattering from the granules is also effective in absorbing sound
energy inside these materials. Curve is also an efficient factor for absorbing sound in these materials, and is introduced in the internal structure of material [46]. Some studies have mentioned the determinant role of curve on
the behavior of noise absorbing material in high frequencies [44].
Among the other factors effective on noise absorption are the thickness of absorbing material. The results of
several studies about noise absorption by porous material showed that noise absorption is directly related to
thickness in low frequencies. The rule of the thumb is that noise absorption in porous absorbents happens when the
thickness of material is about one tenth of the noise wave. Absorption in conditions where the resonant frequency
is a quarter of the sound wave (despite the adaptation effect) in high frequencies has little effect on noise absorption. The density of material is often an important factor on the absorbing properties of sound. Also the cost of
acoustic material is directly related to the density. Research done about this topic showed that by increasing
density, noise absorption increases in middle and high frequencies [23]. Density increases when the number of
fibers increases in the unit of surface. As the number of fibers increase, friction also increases and therefore the
loss of energy also increases. Therefore the coefficient of noise absorption increases [44].
There is little information available about the effect of compression. The results of Castagend et al. about the
compression of irregular fibers show that sound absorption decreases in these fibers. The authors also discovered
the effect of compression on increasing curve and air resistance and decrease in the pores of porous material.
Despite the changes in the aforementioned parameters, the main reason is decrease in sound absorption due to
compression and decreased thickness [47]. The tolerance of the surface also increases the resistance to absorption,
therefore by increase in the reflection of the absorbing surface, the absorption capacity of the absorbing material
decreases. Therefore surface resistance is also effective on noise absorption. All of the processes are related to
frequency. Therefore for lower frequencies, the thickness of the layers have to increase, and based on this the
resistance will also decrease.
The placement or position of sound absorption is a known phenomenon in which according to that sound absorption in material depends on placement and the position of sound absorbing material. If we use several absorbents, each one of them is appropriate for different places such as corners, walls and ceiling. In rectangular
places inserting absorbing material close to the corners and the edges of the surface are more efficient. In lecturing
studios some of these absorbents which are effective in higher frequencies, should be assembled at human height
on the wall. In reality the effect of the assembled absorbents on higher heights of the wall is two times more than
other places. Also it is suggested that surfaces that do not have absorbing material should never be placed in front
of each other [48].
The efficiency of absorbing material is reported according to the sound absorbing coefficient. The scale of
absorption is shown by “α”. The absorption coefficient is the amount of energy absorbed to the total amount of
sound energy and the reflection coefficient (τ) is the amount of reflective energy to the total collision energy of
sound. If the absorbing coefficient of material becomes zero, this means that the total amount of collision energy
has been reflected and vice versa. If all of the encountered sound gets absorbed, the absorption coefficient of that
material will become 1. A positive amount of (τ) shows the amount of reflection of the sound wave on the surface
of the material. If the amount of (τ) approaches zero, the energy transfer is very little. Therefore both coefficients
have a range between zero and one [14]. When one homogenous layer has the thickness of L, the impedance
characteristics of Zc and the dispersion coefficient of γ and acoustic impedance based on the other side of the
absorbent of Z2, the acoustic impedence of the surface of material (Z1) will be calculated according to this formula
[8]:

Z1 = Z c

Z 2 cos hγ L + Z c sin hγ L
Z 2 sinγ L + Z c cos hγ L

Meanwhile the coefficient of sound absorptions is [8]:
 Z1

Z
α = 1 −  air
 Z1

 Z air


 −1


 +1


2

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the absorption coefficients of the natural absorbents and artificial
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1101598
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sound absorption Coefficient

1.2

bamboo fibers
rice straw
cannabis fibers
egg cartoons
fiberglass
rock wool

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
125 Hz

1 KHz
2 KHz
250 Hz
500 Hz
Central frequencies of Sound (octave band)

4 KHz

Figure 4. The absorption coefficient of natural absorbents, retrieved from other studies, bamboo
fibers (Ref 8), rice straw (Ref 10), cannabis fibers (Ref 4), egg cartoons (Ref 14), and artificial
commercial absorbents.

absorbents such as glass wool and stone wool which are commonly used in Iran. As it can be seen it is possible to
substitute commercial material with artificial bases; by environmental friendly material; by improving the absorbent factors in natural and recycled material.

5. Conclusions
In comparison to old absorbents, new materials are safer and lighter and enjoy a more efficient technology. It
seems like environmental friendly, degradable, recyclable and greenly produced noise absorbents will play on
important role in the market of noise absorbents in the future. As more researches are done and the production
increases, we predict that the number of new noise absorbent material will increase in the next years.
Also because of different places and different uses of absorbent material, specialists should consider the limitations of the environment and the acoustic characteristics of the absorbents. Therefore in choosing absorbent
material, effective factors on noise absorption such as size of fibers (in fibrous absorbents), air resistance, porosity,
placement or position of sound absorbents, compression, curve, thickness and density of absorbents should be
considered.
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